At Federation University Australia we know our students thrive in an environment that rewards dedication, ambition and a drive to succeed.

**HIGH ACHIEVERS SCHOLARSHIP DETAILS**

**With an ATAR of 80 – 89.95**

**One year accommodation with Campus Life**
- Includes furnished room, internet, utilities, residence support services and a range of activities

**Lifestyle Products and Services**
- Merchandise Pack
- Gym Membership:
  - Unisports (Ballarat) OR
  - Latrobe Leisure Centre (Gippsland) OR
  - Healthy Lifestyle Package (Berwick)
- Zone 4 parking permit (Mt Helen campus only)

**Course Materials and Assistance**
- Guaranteed equipment and uniform grants for teaching and nursing students
- Guaranteed placement grants for teaching and nursing students
- Text Book Allowance

**Professional Development**
Guaranteed place in the Career Advantage Professional Development series
Priority for Industry Placement Program if studying a relevant discipline.
Priority $300 Development Grant for professional and personal development

**With an ATAR of 90+ **

**$5000 cash**

**One year accommodation with Campus Life**
- Includes furnished room, internet, utilities, residence support services and a range of activities

**Lifestyle Products and Services**
- Merchandise Pack
- Gym Membership:
  - Unisports (Ballarat) OR
  - Latrobe Leisure Centre (Gippsland) OR
  - Healthy Lifestyle Package (Berwick)
- Zone 4 parking permit (Mt Helen campus only)

**Course Materials and Assistance**
- Guaranteed equipment and uniform grants for teaching and nursing students
- Guaranteed placement grants for teaching and nursing students
- Text Book Allowance

**Professional Development**
Guaranteed place in the Career Advantage Professional Development series
Priority for Industry Placement Program if studying a relevant discipline.
Priority $300 Development Grant for professional and personal development